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5.3.2.4 E-DCH Relative Grant Channel 

The E-DCH Relative Grant Channel (E-RGCH) is a fixed rate (SF=128) dedicated downlink physical channel carrying 
the uplink E-DCH relative grants. Figure 12A illustrates the structure of the E-RGCH. A relative grant is transmitted 
using 3, 12 or 15 consecutive slots and in each slot a sequence of 40 ternary values is transmitted. The 3 and 12 slot 
duration shall be used to controlon an E-RGCH transmitted to UEs for which the cell transmitting the E-RGCH is in the 
E-DCH serving cell radio link set and for which the E-DCH TTI is respectively 2 and 10 ms. The 15 slot duration shall 
be used to controlon an E-RGCH transmitted to UEs for which the cell transmitting the E-RGCH is not in the E-DCH 
serving cellradio link set. 

The sequence bi,0, bi,1, …, bi,39 transmitted in slot i in Figure 12A is given by bi,j = a Css,40,m(i),j. In a serving E-DCH radio 
link set, the relative grant a is set to +1, 0, or -1 and in a non-serving E-DCH radio link set, the relative grant a is set to 0 
or -1. The orthogonal signature sequences Css,40, m(i) is given by Table 16A and the index m(i) in slot i is given by Table 
16B. The E-RGCH signature sequence index l in Table 16B is given by higher layers. 

In case STTD-based open loop transmit diversity is applied for E-RGCH, STTD encoding according to subclause 
5.3.1.1.1 is applied to the sequence bi,j.  

 

 

Slot #14 

Tslot = 2560 chip 

bi,39 bi,1 bi,0 

Slot #0 Slot #1 Slot #2 Slot #i 

1 radio frame, Tf = 10 ms 

1 subframe = 2 ms 

 

Figure 12A: E-RGCH and E-HICH structure 
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Table 16A: E-RGCH and E-HICH signature sequences 

Cs s ,4 0 , 0 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 
Cs s ,4 0 , 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 
Cs s ,4 0 , 2 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
Cs s ,4 0 , 3 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
Cs s ,4 0 , 4 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 
Cs s ,4 0 , 5 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 
Cs s ,4 0 , 6 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 
Cs s ,4 0 , 7 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 
Cs s ,4 0 , 8 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 
Cs s ,4 0 , 9 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 
Css,40,10 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 
Css,40,11 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 
Css,40,12 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 
Css,40,13 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 
Css,40,14 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 
Css,40,15 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 
Css,40,16 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 
Css,40,17 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 
Css,40,18 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 
Css,40,19 1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 
Css,40,20 1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
Css,40,21 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 
Css,40,22 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 
Css,40,23 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 
Css,40,24 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 
Css,40,25 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 
Css,40,26 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 
Css,40,27 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 
Css,40,28 1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 
Css,40,29 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 
Css,40,30 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
Css,40,31 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 
Css,40,32 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 
Css,40,33 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 
Css,40,34 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 
Css,40,35 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 
Css,40,36 -1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 
Css,40,37 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 
Css,40,38 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 
Css,40,39 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 

The bits are transmitted in order from left to right, i.e., column 2 corresponds to index j=0 and the rightmost column 
corresponds to index j=39.  

Table 16B: E-HICH and E-RGCH signature hopping pattern 

Row index m(i) for slot i Sequence index l 
03mod =i  13mod =i  23mod =i  

1 1 18 18 
2 2 8 33 
3 3 16 32 
4 4 13 10 
5 5 3 25 
6 6 12 16 
7 7 6 1 
8 8 19 39 
9 9 34 14 

10 10 4 5 
11 11 17 34 
12 12 29 30 
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13 13 11 23 
14 14 24 22 
15 15 28 21 
16 16 35 19 
17 17 21 36 
18 18 37 2 
19 19 23 11 
20 20 39 9 
21 21 22 3 
22 22 9 15 
23 23 36 20 
24 24 0 26 
25 25 5 24 
26 26 7 8 
27 27 27 17 
28 28 32 29 
29 29 15 38 
30 30 30 12 
31 31 26 7 
32 32 20 37 
33 33 1 35 
34 34 14 0 
35 35 33 31 
36 36 25 28 
37 37 10 27 
38 38 31 4 
39 39 38 6 

 

----------------------End of change 5.3.2.4---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

----------------------Start of change 7.11---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

7.11 DL E-RGCH/P-CCPCH/DPCH timing relation 
The timing of the DL E-RGCH relative to the P-CCPCH is illustrated in figure 38. 

When transmitted to a UE for which the cell transmitting the E-RGCH is in the E-DCH serving cell radio link set, the 
E-RGCH frame offset shall be as follows: 

• if the E-DCH TTI is 10 ms, the E-RGCH frame offset relative to P-CCPCH shall be τE-RGCH,n chips with 
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• if the E-DCH TTI is 2 ms the E-RGCH frame offset relative to P-CCPCH shall be τE-RGCH,n chips with 
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When transmitted to a UE for which the cell transmitting the E-RGCH is not in the E-DCH serving cellradio link set, 

the E-RGCH frame offset relative to P-CCPCH shall be τE-RGCH = 5120 chips. 
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P-CCPCH

τE-RGCH,n

38400 chips

E-DCH TTI = 10 ms (cell in serving RLS) E-RGCH (8 ms)

Subframe 0 Subframe 1 Subframe 2 Subframe 3
E-RGCH

Subframe 4E-DCH TTI = 2 ms (cell in serving RLS)

5120 chips

E-RGCH (10 ms)Cell in non serving RLS

P-CCPCH

τE-RGCH,n

38400 chips

E-DCH TTI = 10 ms (serving cell) E-RGCH (8 ms)

Subframe 0 Subframe 1 Subframe 2 Subframe 3
E-RGCH

Subframe 4E-DCH TTI = 2 ms (serving cell)

5120 chips

E-RGCH (10 ms)Non serving cell

 

Figure 38: E-RGCH timing 
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5.3.3.145.3.3.14 E–DCH Absolute Grant Channel (E-AGCH) 

The E-DCH Absolute Grant Channel (E-AGCH) is a fixed rate (30 kbps, SF=256) downlink physical channel carrying 
the uplink E-DCH absolute grant. Figure 26C illustrates the frame and sub-frame structure of the E-AGCH. 

An E-DCH absolute grant shall be transmitted over one E-AGCH sub-frame or one E-AGCH frame. The transmission 
over one E-AGCH sub-frame and over one E-AGCH frame shall be used for UEs for which E-DCH TTI is set to 
respectively 2 ms and 10 ms. 

 

 

Slot #1 Slot #14 Slot #2 Slot #i Slot #0 

Tslot = 2560 chips 

1 subframe = 2 ms 

1 radio frame, Tf = 10 ms 

E-AGCH 20 bits 

 

Figure 26C: Sub-frame structure for the E-AGCH 
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7 Timing relationship between physical channels 

7.1 General 
The P-CCPCH, on which the cell SFN is transmitted, is used as timing reference for all the physical channels, directly 
for downlink and indirectly for uplink. 

Figure 29 below describes the frame timing of some of the downlink physical channels; the timing of the remaining 
downlink physical channels and of the uplink physical channels is specified in the remaining subclauses. For the AICH 
the access slot timing is included. Transmission timing for uplink physical channels is given by the received timing of 
downlink physical channels, as described in the following subclauses. 

 

k:th S-CCPCH 

AICH access 
slots

Secondary
SCH 

Primary
SCH 

τ S-CCPCH,k 

τ PICH 

#0 #1 #2 #3 #14#13#12#11#10#9 #8#7#6#5#4

 Radio frame with (SFN modulo 2) = 0  Radio frame with (SFN modulo 2) = 1

τ DPCH,n 

P-CCPCH 

Any CPICH 

PICH for k:th
S-CCPCH 

Any PDSCH 

n:th DPCH 

Subframe 
# 0 

HS-SCCH 
Subframes

Subframe 
# 1 

Subframe 
# 2 

Subframe 
# 3 

Subframe 
# 4 

τ F-DPCH,p p:th F-DPCH

 

Figure 29: Radio frame timing and access slot timing of downlink physical channels 

The following applies: 

- SCH (primary and secondary), CPICH (primary and secondary), P-CCPCH, and PDSCH have identical frame 
timings. 

- The S-CCPCH timing may be different for different S-CCPCHs, but the offset from the P-CCPCH frame timing 

is a multiple of 256 chips, i.e. τS-CCPCH,k = Tk × 256 chip, Tk ∈  {0, 1, …, 149}. 
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- The PICH timing is τPICH = 7680 chips prior to its corresponding S-CCPCH frame timing, i.e. the timing of the 
S-CCPCH carrying the PCH transport channel with the corresponding paging information, see also 
subclause 7.2. 

- AICH access slots #0 starts the same time as P-CCPCH frames with (SFN modulo 2) = 0. The AICH/PRACH 
and AICH/PCPCH timing is described in subclauses 7.3 and 7.4 respectively. 

- The relative timing of associated PDSCH and DPCH is described in subclause 7.5. 

- The DPCH timing may be different for different DPCHs, but the offset from the P-CCPCH frame timing is a 

multiple of 256 chips, i.e. τDPCH,n = Tn × 256 chip, Tn ∈  {0, 1, …, 149}. The DPCH (DPCCH/DPDCH) timing 
relation with uplink DPCCH/DPDCHs is described in subclause 7.6. 

- The F-DPCH timing may be different for different F-DPCHs, but the offset from the P-CCPCH frame timing is a 

multiple of 256 chips, i.e. τF-DPCH,p = Tp × 256 chip, Tp ∈  {0, 1, …, 149}. The F-DPCH timing relation with 
uplink DPCCH/DPDCHs is described in subclause 7.6. 

- The start of HS-SCCH subframe #0 is aligned with the start of the P-CCPCH frames. The relative timing 
between a HS-PDSCH and the corresponding HS-SCCH is described in subclause 7.8. 

- The E-HICH, E-RGCH and E-AGCH downlink timing are respectively specified in subclause 7.10, 7.11 and 
7.12. The E-DPCCH and E-DPDCH uplink timing are specified in subclause 7.13. 

- The E-DPCCH and all E-DPDCHs transmitted from one UE have the same frame timing as the DPCCH. 

7.2 PICH/S-CCPCH timing relation 
Figure 30 illustrates the timing between a PICH frame and its associated single S-CCPCH frame, i.e. the S-CCPCH 
frame that carries the paging information related to the paging indicators in the PICH frame. A paging indicator set in a 

PICH frame means that the paging message is transmitted on the PCH in the S-CCPCH frame starting τPICH chips after 

the transmitted PICH frame. τPICH is defined in subclause 7.1. 

τPICH

Associated S-CCPCH frame

PICH frame containing paging indicator

 

Figure 30: Timing relation between PICH frame and associated S-CCPCH frame 

7.3 PRACH/AICH timing relation 
The downlink AICH is divided into downlink access slots, each access slot is of length 5120 chips. The downlink 
access slots are time aligned with the P-CCPCH as described in subclause 7.1. 

The uplink PRACH is divided into uplink access slots, each access slot is of length 5120 chips. Uplink access slot 
number n is transmitted from the UE τp-a chips prior to the reception of downlink access slot number n, n = 0, 1, …, 14. 

Transmission of downlink acquisition indicators may only start at the beginning of a downlink access slot. Similarly, 
transmission of uplink RACH preambles and RACH message parts may only start at the beginning of an uplink access 
slot. 

The PRACH/AICH timing relation is shown in figure 31. 
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Figure 31: Timing relation between PRACH and AICH as seen at the UE 

The preamble-to-preamble distance τp-p shall be larger than or equal to the minimum preamble-to-preamble distance 
τp-p,min, i.e. τp-p ≥ τp-p,min. 

In addition to τp-p,min, the preamble-to-AI distance τp-a and preamble-to-message distance τp-m are defined as follows: 

- when AICH_Transmission_Timing is set to 0, then 

τp-p,min = 15360 chips (3 access slots) 

τp-a = 7680 chips 

τp-m = 15360 chips (3 access slots) 

- when AICH_Transmission_Timing is set to 1, then 

τp-p,min = 20480 chips (4 access slots) 

τp-a = 12800 chips 

τp-m = 20480 chips (4 access slots) 

The parameter AICH_Transmission_Timing is signalled by higher layers. 

7.4 PCPCH/AICH timing relation 
The uplink PCPCH is divided into uplink access slots, each access slot is of length 5120 chips. Uplink access slot 
number n is transmitted from the UE τ p-a1 chips prior to the reception of downlink access slot number n, n =0, 1, …,14. 

The timing relationship between preambles, AICH, and the message is the same as PRACH/AICH. Note that the 
collision resolution preambles follow the access preambles in PCPCH/AICH. However, the timing relationships 
between CD-Preamble and CD/CA-ICH is identical to RACH Preamble and AICH. The timing relationship between 
CD/CA-ICH and the Power Control Preamble in CPCH is identical to AICH to message in RACH. The Tcpch timing 
parameter is identical to the PRACH/AICH transmission timing parameter. When Tcpch is set to zero or one, the 
following PCPCH/AICH timing values apply. 

Note that a1 corresponds to AP-AICH and a2 corresponds to CD/CA-ICH. 

τ p-p   =   Time to next available access slot, between Access Preambles.     

Minimum time =  15360 chips + 5120 chips X Tcpch  

Maximum time =  5120 chips  X 12 = 61440 chips  

Actual time is time to next slot (which meets minimum time criterion) in allocated access slot subchannel 
group. 
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τ p-a1 =  Time between Access Preamble and AP-AICH has two alternative values: 7680 chips or 12800 chips, 
depending on Tcpch 

τ a1-cdp =  Time between receipt of AP-AICH and transmission of the CD Preamble τ a1-cdp has a minimum value of 
τ a1-cdp, min =7680 chips.  

τ p-cdp = Time between the last AP and CD Preamble. τ p-cdp has a minimum value of τ p-cdp-min which is either 3 or 
4 access slots, depending on Tcpch 

τ cdp-a2 = Time between the CD Preamble and the CD/CA-ICH has two alternative values: 7680 chips or 12800 
chips, depending on Tcpch 

τ cdp-pcp = Time between CD Preamble and the start of the Power Control Preamble is either 3 or 4 access slots, 
depending on Tcpch. 

The time between the start of the reception of DL-DPCCH slot at UE and the Power Control Preamble is T0 chips, 
where T0 is as in subclause 7.6.3. 

The message transmission shall start 0 or 8 slots after the start of the power control preamble depending on the length of 
the power control preamble. 

Figure 32 illustrates the PCPCH/AICH timing relationship whenTcpch is set to 0 and all access slot subchannels are 
available for PCPCH. 

AP-AICH CD/CA-ICH

APs CD/CA

P0
P1 P1

DPCCH (DL)

PCPCH (UL)

0 or 8 slots
Power Control
Preamble

Information
and
Control Data

Power Control, Pilot and CPCH
control commands

Ta

τ p-p τ p-cdp τ cdp-pcp

τ p-a1 τ a1-cdp τ cdp-a2 [Example shown is for Tcpch = 0]

    T0

 

Figure 32: Timing of PCPCH and AICH transmission as seen by the UE, with Tcpch= 0 

7.5 DPCH/PDSCH timing 
The relative timing between a DPCH frame and the associated PDSCH frame is shown in figure 33. 

TDPCH

Associated PDSCH frame

DPCH frame

TPDSCH
 

Figure 33: Timing relation between DPCH frame and associated PDSCH frame 
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The start of a DPCH frame is denoted TDPCH and the start of the associated PDSCH frame is denoted TPDSCH. Any 
DPCH frame is associated to one PDSCH frame through the relation 46080 chips ≤ TPDSCH - TDPCH < 84480 chips, i.e., 
the associated PDSCH frame starts between three slots after the end of the DPCH frame and 18 slots after the end of the 
DPCH frame, as described in subclause 7.1. 

7.6 DPCCH/DPDCH timing relations 

7.6.1 Uplink 

In uplink the DPCCH and all the DPDCHs transmitted from one UE have the same frame timing. 

7.6.2 Downlink 

In downlink, the DPCCH and all the DPDCHs carrying CCTrCHs of dedicated type to one UE have the same frame 
timing.  

Note: support of multiple CCTrChs of dedicated type is not part of the current release. 

7.6.3 Uplink/downlink timing at UE 

At the UE, the uplink DPCCH/DPDCH frame transmission takes place approximately T0 chips after the reception of the 
first detected path (in time) of the corresponding downlink DPCCH/DPDCH or F-DPCH frame. T0 is a constant defined 
to be 1024 chips. The first detected path (in time) is defined implicitly by the relevant tests in [14]. More information 
about the uplink/downlink timing relation and meaning of T0 can be found in [5]. 

7.7 Uplink DPCCH/HS-DPCCH/HS-PDSCH timing at the UE 
Figure 34 shows the timing offset between the uplink DPCH, the HS-PDSCH and the HS-DPCCH at the UE. An HS-
DPCCH sub-frame starts 256×m  chips after the start of an uplink DPCH frame that corresponds to the DL DPCH or 
F-DPCH frame from the HS-DSCH serving cell containing the beginning of the related HS-PDSCH subframe with m 
calculated as  

m = (TTX_diff /256 ) + 101 

where TTX_diff is the difference in chips (TTX_diff =0, 256, ....., 38144), between  

- the transmit timing of the start of the related HS-PDSCH subframe (see sub-clauses 7.8 and 7.1)  

and  

- the transmit timing of the start of the downlink DPCH or F-DPCH frame from the HS-DSCH serving cell that 
contains the beginning of the HS-PDSCH subframe (see sub-clause 7.1). 

At any one time, m therefore takes one of a set of five possible values according to the transmission timing of HS-
DSCH sub-frame timings relative to the DPCH or F-DPCH frame boundary. The UE and Node B shall only update the 
set of values of m in connection to UTRAN reconfiguration of downlink timing. 

More information about uplink timing adjustments can be found in [5]. 
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Uplink DPCH

HS-PDSCH at UE

Uplink HS-DPCCH
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3×Tslot  7680 chips
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Figure 34: Timing structure at the UE for HS-DPCCH control signalling 

7.8 HS-SCCH/HS-PDSCH timing 
Figure 35 shows the relative timing between the HS-SCCH and the associated HS-PDSCH for one HS-DSCH sub-
frame. The HS-PDSCH starts τHS-PDSCH = 2×Tslot = 5120 chips after the start of the HS-SCCH.  

 

HS-SCCH 

HS-PDSCH 

3×Tslot 7680 chips 

τHS-PDSCH (2×Tslot 5120 chips) 

3×Tslot 7680 chips 

HS-DSCH sub-frame 

 

Figure 35: Timing relation between the HS-SCCH and the associated HS-PDSCH. 

7.9 MICH/S-CCPCH timing relation 
Figure 36 illustrates the timing between the MICH frame boundaries and the frame boundaries of the associated 
S-CCPCH, i.e. the S-CCPCH that carries the MBMS control information related to the notification indicators in the 

MICH frame. The MICH transmission timing shall be such that the end of radio frame boundary occurs τMICH chips 

before the associated S-CCPCH start of radio frame boundary. τMICH is equal to 7680 chips. 

The MICH frames during which the Node B shall set specific notification indicators and the S-CCPCH frames during 
which the Node B shall transmit the corresponding MBMS control data is defined by higher layers. 

 

  

  

Radio frame (10 ms) 

Radio frame (10 ms) τMICH 

MICH 

S-CCPCH 

 

Figure 36: Timing relation between MICH frame and associated S-CCPCH frame 

7.10 DL E-HICH/P-CCPCH/DPCH timing relation 
The timing of the DL E-HICH relative to the P-CCPCH is illustrated in figure 37. 
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When the E-DCH TTI is 10 ms the E-HICH frame offset relative to P-CCPCH shall be τE-HICH,n chips with 
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When the E-DCH TTI is 2 ms the E-HICH frame offset relative to P-CCPCH shall be τE-HICH,n chips with 
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Figure 37: E-HICH timing 

7.11 DL E-RGCH/P-CCPCH/DPCH timing relation 
The timing of the DL E-RGCH relative to the P-CCPCH is illustrated in figure 38. 

When transmitted to a UE for which the cell is the E-DCH serving cell the E-RGCH frame offset shall be as follows: 

• if the E-DCH TTI is 10 ms, the E-RGCH frame offset relative to P-CCPCH shall be τE-RGCH,n chips with 
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×+=− 30
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τ
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• if the E-DCH TTI is 2 ms the E-RGCH frame offset relative to P-CCPCH shall be τE-RGCH,n chips with 
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,
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τ
τ  

When transmitted to a UE for which the cell is not the E-DCH serving cell, the E-RGCH frame offset relative to 

P-CCPCH shall be τE-RGCH = 5120 chips. 
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P-CCPCH

τE-RGCH,n
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Subframe 0 Subframe 1 Subframe 2 Subframe 3
E-RGCH
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5120 chips

E-RGCH (10 ms)Non serving cell

 

Figure 38: E-RGCH timing 

7.12 E-AGCH/P-CCPCH timing relation 

The E-AGCH frame offset relative to P-CCPCH shall be τE-AGCH = 5120 chips as illustrated in figure 39. 

P-CCPCH

38400 chips

Subframe 0 Subframe 1 Subframe 2 Subframe 3
E-AGCH

Subframe 4

5120 chips

E-AGCH (10 ms)E-DCH TTI = 10 ms

E-DCH TTI = 2 ms

 

Figure 39: E-AGCH timing 

7.13 E-DPDCH/E-DPCCH/DPCCH timing relation 
The frame timing of the E-DPCCH and all E-DPDCHs transmitted from one UE shall be the same as the uplink 
DPCCH frame timing. 
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4.8 Coding for E-DCH 
Figure 21 shows the processing structure for the E-DCH transport channel mapped onto a separate CCTrCH. Data 
arrives to the coding unit in form of a maximum of one transport block once every transmission time interval (TTI). The 
following coding steps can be identified: 

- Add CRC to the transport block 

 - Code block segmentation 

- Channel coding 

- Physical layer hybrid ARQ and rate matching 

- Physical channel segmentation 

- Interleaving 

- Physical channel mapping 

The coding steps for E-DCH transport channel are shown in the figure below. 

CRC attachment 

a im1 ,a im2 ,a im3 ,...,a imA 

Code block segmentation 

Channel Coding 

Physical Channel 
Segmentation 

Physical channel(s) 

Physical Layer Hybrid-ARQ 
functionality/Rate matching 

o ir1 ,o ir2 ,o ir3 ,...,o irK 

c i1 ,c i2 ,c i3 ,...,c i E 

u p,1 ,u p,2 ,u p,3 ,...,u p,U(p) 

s 1 ,s 2 ,s 3 ,...,s R 

b im1 ,b im2 ,b im3 ,...,b imB 

Interleaving & 
Physical channel mapping 

 

Figure 21: Transport channel processing for E-DCH 

In the following the number of transport blocks per TTI and the number of transport channels is always one i.e. m=1 
and i=1. When referencing non E-DCH formulae which are used in correspondence with E-DCH formulae the 
convention is used that transport block subscripts may be omitted (e.g. X1 may be written X). 
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4.8.1 CRC attachment for E-DCH 

CRC attachment for the E-DCH transport channel shall be performed according to the general method described in 
4.2.1 above with the following specific parameters. 

The CRC length shall always be L1=24 bits. 

4.8.2 Code block segmentation for E-DCH 

Code block segmentation for the E-DCH transport channel shall be performed according to the general method 
described in 4.2.2.2 with the following specific parameters. 

There is a maximum of one transport block. The bits 
iimBimimim bbbb ,...,,, 321  input to the block are mapped to the bits 

iiXiii xxxx ,...,,, 321  directly. It follows that Xi = Bi. Note that the bits x referenced here refer only to the internals of the 

code block segmentation function. The output bits from the code block segmentation function are oir1, oir2, oir3, …, oirK. 

The value of Z = 5114 for turbo coding shall be used. 

4.8.3 Channel coding for E-DCH 

Channel coding for the E-DCH transport channel shall be performed according to the general method described in 
section 4.2.3 above with the following specific parameters. 

There is a maximum of one transport block, i=1. The rate 1/3 turbo coding shall be used. 

4.8.4 Physical layer HARQ functionality and rate matching for E-DCH 

The hybrid ARQ functionality matches the number of bits at the output of the channel coder to the total number of bits 
of the E-DPDCH set to which the E-DCH transport channel is mapped. The hybrid ARQ functionality is controlled by 
the redundancy version (RV) parameters. 
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Figure 22: E-DCH hybrid ARQ functionality 

4.8.4.1 Determination of SF and number of PhCHs needed 

The maximum amount of puncturing that can be applied is 

- 1-PLnon-max if the number of code channels is less than the maximum allowed by the UE capability and 
restrictions imposed by UTRAN. 

- 1-PLmax if the number of code channels equals to the maximum allowed by the UE capability and restrictions 
imposed by UTRAN. 
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The number of available bits per TTI of one E-DPDCH for all possible spreading factors is denoted by N64, N32, N16, N8, 
N4 and N2, where the index refers to the spreading factor. 

The possible number of bits available to the CCTrCH of E-DCH type on all PhCHs, Ne,data, then are {N64, N32, N16, N8, 
N4,  2×N4, 2×N2, 2×N2+2×N4}. 

SET0 denotes the set of Ne,data values allowed by the UTRAN and supported by the UE, as part of the UE’s capability. 
SET0 can be a subset of {N64, N32, N16, N8, N4, 2×N4, 2×N2, 2×N2+2×N4}. 

The total number of bits in a TTI before rate matching with transport format j is Ne,j. The total number of bits available 
for the E-DCH transmission per TTI with transport format j, Ne,data,j, is determined by executing the following 
algorithm, where PLnon-max is signalled from higher layers and PLmax is equal to 0.44 for all E-DCH UE categories 
defined in [15] except the highest E-DCH UE category, for which PLmax is equal to 0.33: 

SET1 = { Ne,data in SET0 such that Ne,data – Ne,j is non negative } 

If SET1 is not empty and the smallest element of SET1 requires just one E-DPDCH then 

Ne,data,j = min SET1 

Else 

SET2 = { Ne,data in SET0 such that Ne,data – PLnon-max × Ne,j is non negative } 

If SET2 is not empty then 

Sort SET2 in ascending order 

Ne,data = min SET2 

While Ne,data is not the max of SET2 and the follower of Ne,data requires no additional E-DPDCH do 

Ne,data = follower of Ne,data in SET2 

End while 

Ne,data,j = N,e,data 

Else 

Ne,data,j = max SET0 provided that Ne,data,j - PLmax × Ne,j is non negative 

End if 

End if- 

4.8.4.2 HARQ bit separation 

The HARQ bit separation function shall be performed in the same way as bit separation for turbo encoded TrCHs with 
puncturing in 4.2.7.4.1 above. 

4.8.4.3 HARQ Rate Matching Stage 

The hybrid ARQ rate matching for the E-DCH transport channel shall be done with the general method described in 
4.2.7.5 with the following specific parameters. Bits selected for puncturing which appear as δ in the algorithm in 4.2.7.5 
shall be discarded and are not counted in the streams towards the bit collection. 

The parameters of the rate matching stage depend on the value of the RV parameters s and r. The s and r combinations 
corresponding to each RV allowed for the E-DCH are listed in the table below. 
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Table 15: RV for E-DCH 

E-DCH RV Index S r 
0 1 0 
1 0 0 
2 1 1 
3 0 1 

 

The parameter eplus, eminus and eini are calculated with the general method for QPSK as described in 4.5.4.3 above. The 
following parameters are used as input: 

 - Nsys = Np1 = Np2 = Ne,j/3 

 - Ndata = Ne,data,j 

 - rmax = 2 

4.8.4.4 HARQ bit collection 

The HARQ bit collection shall be performed according to the general method for bit collection for turbo encoded 
TrCHs with puncturing as specified in 4.2.7.4.2 including the removal of the bits with value δ. 

4.8.5 Physical channel segmentation for E-DCH 

When more than one E-DPDCH is used, physical channel segmentation distributes the bits among the different physical 
channels. The bits input to the physical channel segmentation are denoted by s1, s2, s3, …,sR, where R is the number of 
bits input to the physical channel segmentation block. The number of PhCHs is denoted by P. 

The bits after physical channel segmentation are denoted up,k where p is the PhCH number. U(p) is the number of 
physical channel bits in one E-DCH TTI for the pth E-DPDCH. The relation between sk and up,k is given below. 

Bits on first PhCH after physical channel segmentation: 

kk su =,1   k = 1, 2, ..., U(1) 

Bits on pth PhCH after physical channel segmentation: 

∑
= −

=

+
1

1

)(
, p

q

qUk
kp su  k = 1, 2, ..., U(p) 

4.8.6 Interleaving for E-DCH 

Interleaving for the E-DCH transport channel shall be done according to the general method described in section 4.2.11 
with the specific parameter U=U(p). 

4.8.7 Physical channel mapping for E-DCH 

The E-DCH structure is described in [2]. The bits input to the physical channel mapping are denoted νp,1, νp,2, ..., νp,U(p). 
The bits νp,k are mapped to the PhCHs such that the bits for each PhCH are transmitted over the air in ascending order 
with respect to k. 

4.9 Coding for E-DPCCH 
The following information is transmitted by means of the E-DPCCH: 

 - Retransmission sequence number (RSN): xrsn,1, xrsn,2 

 - E-TFCI information:       xtfci,1, xtfci,2, ..., xtfci,7 
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 - "Happy" bit:          xh,1 

 

4.9.1 Overview 

The figure below illustrates the overall coding chain for E-DPCCH. 

 

E-DPCCH 

Physical 
channel 
mapping 

Multiplexing 

xh,1 xrsn,1, xrsn,2 

Channel 
Coding 

xtfci,1, xtfci,2,..., xtfci,7 

x1, x2,..., x10 

z0, z1,..., z29 

 

Figure 23: Coding chain for E-DPCCH 

4.9.2 E-DPCCH information field mapping 

4.9.2.1 Information field mapping of E-TFCI 

The E-TFCI is mapped such that xtfci,1 corresponds to the MSB. 

4.9.2.2 Information field mapping of retransmission sequence number 

To indicate the redundancy version (RV) of each HARQ transmission and to assist the Node B soft buffer management 
a two bit retransmission sequence number (RSN) is signalled from the UE to the Node B. The Node B can avoid soft 
buffer corruption by flushing the soft buffer associated to one HARQ process in case more than 3 consecutive 
E-DPCCH transmissions on that HARQ process can not be decoded or the last received RSN is incompatible with the 
current one. 

The RSN value for each initial transmission of an E-DCH transport block is 0. For the first retransmission the RSN 
value is 1, for the second retransmission the RSN value is 2 and for each further retransmission the RSN value is 3. The 
RSN is mapped such that xrsn,1 corresponds to the MSB. 

The applied E-DCH RV index specifying the used RV (s and r parameter) depends on the RSN, on the used coding rate 
Nsys / Ne,data,j, and if RSN=3 also on from the TTIN (TTI number). For 10 ms TTI the TTI number is equal to the CFN, 
for 2 ms TTI  

TTIN = 5*CFN + subframe number 

where the subframe number counts the five TTIs which are within a given CFN, starting from 0 for the first TTI to 4 for 
the last TTI. NARQ is the number of Hybrid ARQ processes. 
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Table 16: Relation between RSN value and E-DCH RV Index 

Coding RateNsys / Ne,data,j 
<1/2 1/2 ≤ Nsys / Ne,data,jCoding Rate RSN Value 

E-DCH RV Index E-DCH RV Index 
0 0 0 
1 2 3 
2 0 2 
3 [ TTIN/NARQ mod 2 ] x 2 TTIN/NARQ mod 4 

 

 

The UE shall use either 

• an RV index as indicated in Table 16 and according to the RSN 

• or, if signalled by higher layers only E-DCH RV index 0 independently of the RSN. 

4.9.2.3 Information field mapping of the "Happy" bit 

The UE shall set xh,1 as specified in Table 16A. 

Table 16A: Mapping of "Happy" bit 

"Happy" bit xh,1 
Happy 1 

Not happy 0 
 

4.9.3 Multiplexing of E-DPCCH information 

The E-TFCI information xtfci,1, xtfci,2, …, xtfci,7, the retransmission sequence number xrsn,1, xrsn,2 and the "happy" bit xh,1 are 
multiplexed together. This gives a sequence of bits x1, x2, …, x10 where 

xk = xrsn,k   k=1,2 

xk = xtfci,k-2   k=3,4,…,9 

xk = xh,1   k=10 

4.9.4 Channel coding for E-DPCCH 

Channel coding of the E-DPCCH is done using a sub-code of the second order Reed-Muller code. Coding is applied to 
the output x1, x2, ..., x10 from the E-DPCCH multiplexing, resulting in: 
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The basis sequences are as described in 4.3.3 for i=0, 1, ..., 29. 

4.9.5 Physical channel mapping for E-DPCCH 

The E-DPCCH is described in [2]. The sequence of bits z0, z1, ..., z29 output from the E-DPCCH channel coding is 
mapped to the corresponding E-DPCCH sub frame. The bits are mapped so that they are transmitted over the air in 
ascending order with respect to ik. If the E-DCH TTI is equal to 10 ms the sequence of bits is transmitted in all the 
E-DPCCH sub frames of the E-DPCCH radio frame. 
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4.4.5 Transmission gap position for E-DCH 

In the following, the transmission gap position for E-DCH during compressed frames is specified for the case when 
E-DCH TTI length is 10 ms. Slots that are not idle due to uplink compressed mode are termed "available". 

The parameter nfirst and nlast are used to determine the transmission gap position due to uplink compressed mode in the 
current radio frame. If the start of the transmission gap is allocated in the current frame nfirst=Nfirst else nfirst=0. If the end 
of a transmission gap is allocated in the current frame nlast=Nlast else nlast=14. 

4.4.5.1 E-DPDCH Transmission Gap Position during Initial Transmissions 

If an initial transmission overlaps with a compressed frame the starting slot of the consecutive E-DPDCH idle slots 
within the E-DCH TTI is nfirst, and nlast is the final idle slot within the 10 ms E-DCH TTI. The number of transmitted 
slots ntx1 is given by ntx1=14+nfirst-nlast. 

If the initial transmission occurs in a non-compressed uplink frame, ntx1=15. 

4.4.5.2 E-DPDCH Transmission Gap Position during Retransmissions 

If the current retransmission occurs in a compressed frame the maximum number of slots available for the 
retransmission is given by nmax=14+nfirst-nlast. Else the maximum number of slots available for the retransmission nmax is 
15. 

If the initial transmission was compressed and in the retransmission more than ntx1 slots are available for transmission 
(nmax>ntx1), the last ndtx=nmax-ntx1 available slots of the E-DPDCH frame are E-DPDCH idle slots. The parameter ntx1 
refers to the number of transmitted slots calculated as defined in 4.4.5.1 for the corresponding initial transmission. 

The E-DPDCH transmission gap in case a retransmission occurs in a compressed frame or a retransmission occurs in a 
non-compressed frame and the initial transmission was compressed is defined as follows: 

 

If nmax ≤ ntx1 

 E-DPDCH idle slots are slots nfirst, nfirst+1, .., nlast 

Else 

 If nfirst < ntx1 

   E-DPDCH idle slots are the slots nfirst, nfirst+1, .., nlast and 15-ndtx, 15-ndtx+1, ..,14 

 Else 

   E-DPDCH idle slots are the slots ntx1, ntx1+1, ..,14 

 

4.4.5.3 E-DPCCH Transmission Gap Position 

If a transmission overlaps with an uplink compressed frame the starting slot of the compressed mode gap within the 
E-DCH TTI is nfirst, and nlast is the final E-DPCCH idle slot within the 10 ms E-DCH TTI. 
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4.8.4.1 Determination of SF and number of PhCHs needed 

The maximum amount of puncturing that can be applied is 

- 1-PLnon-max if the number of code channels is less than the maximum allowed by the UE capability and 
restrictions imposed by UTRAN. 

- 1-PLmax if the number of code channels equals to the maximum allowed by the UE capability and restrictions 
imposed by UTRAN. 

The number of available bits per TTI of one E-DPDCH for all possible spreading factors is denoted by N64, N32, N16, N8, 
N4 and N2, where the index refers to the spreading factor. 

The possible number of bits available to the CCTrCH of E-DCH type on all PhCHs, Ne,data, then are {N64, N32, N16, N8, 
N4,  2×N4, 2×N2, 2×N2+2×N4}. 

SET0 denotes the set of Ne,data values allowed by the UTRAN and supported by the UE, as part of the UE’s capability. 
SET0 can be a subset of {N64, N32, N16, N8, N4, 2×N4, 2×N2, 2×N2+2×N4}. 

The total number of bits in a TTI before rate matching with transport format j is Ne,j. The total number of bits available 
for the E-DCH transmission per TTI with transport format j, Ne,data,j, is determined by executing the following 
algorithm, where PLnon-max is signalled from higher layers and PLmax is equal to 0.44 for all E-DCH UE categories 
defined in [15] except the highest E-DCH UE category, for which PLmax is equal to 0.33: 

SET1 = { Ne,data in SET0 such that Ne,data – Ne,j is non negative } 

If SET1 is not empty and the smallest element of SET1 requires just one E-DPDCH then 

Ne,data,j = min SET1 

Else 

SET2 = { Ne,data in SET0 such that Ne,data – PLnon-max × Ne,j is non negative } 

If SET2 is not empty then 

Sort SET2 in ascending order 

Ne,data = min SET2 

While Ne,data is not the max of SET2 and the follower of Ne,data requires no additional E-DPDCH do 

Ne,data = follower of Ne,data in SET2 

End while 

Ne,data,j = N,e,data 

Else 

Ne,data,j = max SET0 provided that Ne,data,j - PLmax × Ne,j is non negative 

End if 

End if 

While E-DCH TTI length is 10 ms, if an initial transmission occurs in a compressed frame, a retransmission occurs in a 
compressed frame or a retransmission occurs in a non-compressed frame and the initial transmission was compressed, 
the number of available bits per TTI of one E-DPDCH for all posible spreading factors denoted by N64, N32, N16, N8, N4 
and N2 used in the algorithm above is replaced by k×N64, k× N32, k× N16, k× N8, k×N4 and k×N2. The parameter k is equal 
to ntx1/15 and ntx1 is defined in 4.4.5.1. 

4.8.4.2 HARQ bit separation 

The HARQ bit separation function shall be performed in the same way as bit separation for turbo encoded TrCHs in 
4.2.7.4.1 above. 
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4.8.4.3 HARQ Rate Matching Stage 

The hybrid ARQ rate matching for the E-DCH transport channel shall be done with the general method described in 
4.2.7.5 with the following specific parameters. Bits selected for puncturing which appear as δ in the algorithm in 4.2.7.5 
shall be discarded and are not counted in the streams towards the bit collection. 

The parameters of the rate matching stage depend on the value of the RV parameters s and r. The s and r combinations 
corresponding to each RV allowed for the E-DCH are listed in the table below. 

Table 15: RV for E-DCH 

E-DCH RV Index s r 
0 1 0 
1 0 0 
2 1 1 
3 0 1 

 

The parameter eplus, eminus and eini are calculated with the general method for QPSK as described in 4.5.4.3 above. The 
following parameters are used as input: 

 - Nsys = Np1 = Np2 = Ne,j/3 

 - Ndata = Ne,data,j 

 - rmax = 2 

During uplink compressed frames while E-DCH TTI length is 10 ms and if Ndata>Ne,j: 

• If Ndata mod 3 = 1, one δ bit is added to the Nt,sys bits as the last systematic bit and another δ bit is added to the 
Pt,p1 bits as the last Pt,p1 bit. 

• If Ndata mod 3 = 2, one δ bit is added to the Nt,sys bits as the last systematic bit. 

4.8.4.4 HARQ bit collection 

The HARQ bit collection shall be performed according to the general method for bit collection as specified in 4.2.7.4.2. 

4.8.5 Physical channel segmentation for E-DCH 

When more than one E-DPDCH is used, physical channel segmentation distributes the bits among the different physical 
channels. The bits input to the physical channel segmentation are denoted by s1, s2, s3, …,sR, where R is the number of 
bits input to the physical channel segmentation block. The number of PhCHs is denoted by P. 

The bits after physical channel segmentation are denoted up,k where p is the PhCH number. U(p) is the number of 
physical channel bits in one E-DCH TTI for the pth E-DPDCH. The relation between sk and up,k is given below. 

Bits on first PhCH after physical channel segmentation: 

kk su =,1   k = 1, 2, ..., U(1) 

Bits on pth PhCH after physical channel segmentation: 

∑
= −

=

+
1

1
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, p

q

qUk
kp su  k = 1, 2, ..., U(p) 

4.8.6 Interleaving for E-DCH 

Interleaving for the E-DCH transport channel shall be done according to the general method described in section 4.2.11 
with the specific parameter U=U(p). 
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4.8.7 Physical channel mapping for E-DCH 

The E-DCH structure is described in [2]. The bits input to the physical channel mapping are denoted νp,1, νp,2, ..., νp,U(p). 
The bits νp,k are mapped to the PhCHs such that the bits for each PhCH are transmitted over the air in ascending order 
with respect to k. 

During compressed frames in the uplink and when E-DCH TTI is 10 ms: 

• For the initial transmission the bits shall be consecutively mapped to the non-idle slots. The UE shall not map 
any bit to the E-DPDCH idle slots specified in 4.4.5.1. 

• In case a retransmission occurs in a compressed frame or a retransmission occurs in a non-compressed frame if 
the initial transmission was compressed: 

o If ntx1>nmax: The bits shall be consecutively mapped to the nmax available slots. The remaining bits are 
not transmitted. 

o If ntx1≤nmax: The bits shall be consecutively mapped to the ntx1 non-idle slots, whilst no bits are 
mapped to the idle slots. 

o The transmission gap position and the parameters ntx1 and nmax are specified in 4.4.5.2. 

4.9 Coding for E-DPCCH 
The following information is transmitted by means of the E-DPCCH: 

 - Retransmission sequence number (RSN) 

 - E-TFCI information 

4.9.1 Overview 

The figure below illustrates the overall coding chain for E-DPCCH. 
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Figure 23: Coding chain for E-DPCCH 

4.9.2 E-DPCCH information field mapping 

4.9.2.1 Information field mapping of E-TFCI 

The E-TFCI is mapped such that xtfci,1 corresponds to the MSB. 

4.9.2.2 Information field mapping of retransmission sequence number 

To indicate the redundancy version (RV) of each HARQ transmission and to assist the Node B soft buffer management 
a two bit retransmission sequence number (RSN) is signalled from the UE to the Node B. The Node B can avoid soft 
buffer corruption by flushing the soft buffer associated to one HARQ process in case more than 3 consecutive 
E-DPCCH transmissions on that HARQ process can not be decoded or the last received RSN is incompatible with the 
current one. 

The RSN value for each initial transmission of an E-DCH transport block is 0. For the first retransmission the RSN 
value is 1, for the second retransmission the RSN value is 2 and for each further retransmission the RSN value is 3. The 
RSN is mapped such that xrsn,1 corresponds to the MSB. 

The applied E-DCH RV index specifying the used RV (s and r parameter) depends on the RSN, the used coding rate 
and if RSN=3 also from the TTIN (TTI number). For 10 ms TTI the TTI number is equal to the CFN, for 2 ms TTI  

TTIN = 5*CFN + subframe number 

where the subframe number counts the five TTIs which are within a given CFN, starting from 0 for the first TTI to 4 for 
the last TTI. NARQ is the number of Hybrid ARQ processes. 

Table 16: Relation between RSN value and E-DCH RV Index 

Coding Rate <1/2 1/2 ≤ Coding Rate RSN Value 
E-DCH RV Index E-DCH RV Index 

0 0 0 
1 2 3 
2 0 2 
3 [ TTIN/NARQ mod 2 ] x 2 TTIN/NARQ mod 4 
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The UE shall use either 

• an RV index as indicated in Table 16 and according to the RSN 

• or, if signalled by higher layers only E-DCH RV index 0 independently of the RSN. 

4.9.3 Multiplexing of E-DPCCH information 

The E-TFCI information xtfci,1, xtfci,2, …, xtfci,7, the retransmission sequence number xrsn,1, xrsn,2 and xh,1 are multiplexed 
together. This gives a sequence of bits x1, x2, …, x10 where 

xk = xrsn,k   k=1,2 

xk = xtfci,k-2   k=3,4,…,9 

xk = xh,1   k=10 

4.9.4 Channel coding for E-DPCCH 

Channel coding of the E-DPCCH is done using a sub-code of the second order Reed-Muller code. Coding is applied to 
the output x1, x2, ..., x10 from the E-DPCCH multiplexing, resulting in: 
 

2mod)(
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nini Mxz   i=0, 1, ..., 29 

 
The basis sequences are as described in 4.3.3 for i=0, 1, ..., 29. 

4.9.5 Physical channel mapping for E-DPCCH 

The E-DPCCH is described in [2]. The sequence of bits z0, z1, ..., z29 output from the E-DPCCH channel coding is 
mapped to the corresponding E-DPCCH sub frame. The bits are mapped so that they are transmitted over the air in 
ascending order with respect to k. If the E-DCH TTI is equal to 10 ms the sequence of bits is transmitted in all the 
E-DPCCH sub frames of the E-DPCCH radio frame. 

For compressed frames in the uplink and the case when E-DCH TTI length is 10 ms, the bits mapped to the E-DPCCH 
idle slots specified in 4.4.5.3 shall not be transmitted. 
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4.11 Mapping for E-RGCH Relative Grant 

4.11.1 Overview 

The relative grant is transmitted on the E-RGCH as described in [2]. 

4.11.2 Relative Grant mapping 

The relative grant (RG) command is mapped to the relative grant value as described in the table below. 

Table 17: Mapping of RG value 

Command RG Value (serving E-DCH RLS) RG Value (non serving E-DCH RLS) 
UP +1 not allowed 

HOLD 0 0 
DOWN -1 -1 

 

4.12 Mapping for E-HICH ACK/NACK  

4.12.1 Overview 

The ACK/NACK is transmitted on the E-HICH as described in [2]. 

4.12.2 ACK/NACK mapping 

The ACK/NACK command is mapped to the HARQ acknowledgement indicator as described in the table below. 

Table 18: Mapping of HARQ Acknowledgement 

Command HARQ acknowledgement 
indicator 

ACK +1 
NACK (RLSs not containing the serving E-DCH 

cellnon serving) 
0 

NACK (RLS containing the serving E-DCH 
cellserving) 

-1 
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4.10.5 Physical channel mapping for E-AGCH 

The E-AGCH sub frame is described in [2]. The sequence of bits r1, r2, …, r60  is mapped to the corresponding 
E-AGCH sub frame. The bits rk are mapped so that they are transmitted over the air in ascending order with respect to 
k. If the E-DCH TTI is equal to 10 ms the same sequence of bits is transmitted in only one or in all the E-AGCH sub 
frames of the E-AGCH radio frame. 
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4.8.4.1 Determination of SF and number of PhCHs needed 

The maximum amount of puncturing that can be applied is 

- 1-PLnon-max if the number of code channels is less than the maximum allowed by the UE capability and 
restrictions imposed by UTRAN. 

- 1-PLmax if the number of code channels equals to the maximum allowed by the UE capability and restrictions 
imposed by UTRAN. 

The number of available bits per TTI of one E-DPDCH for all possible spreading factors is denoted by N64, N32, N16, N8, 
N4 and N2, where the index refers to the spreading factor. 

The possible number of bits available to the CCTrCH of E-DCH type on all PhCHs, Ne,data, then are {N64, N32, N16, N8, 
N4,  2×N4, 2×N2, 2×N2+2×N4}. 

SET0 denotes the set of Ne,data values allowed by the UTRAN and supported by the UE, as part of the UE’s capability. 
SET0 can be a subset of {N64, N32, N16, N8, N4, 2×N4, 2×N2, 2×N2+2×N4}. 

The total number of bits in a TTI before rate matching with transport format j is Ne,j. The total number of bits available 
for the E-DCH transmission per TTI with transport format j, Ne,data,j, is determined by executing the following algorithm, 
where PLnon-max is signalled from higher layers and PLmax is equal to 0.44: 

SET1 = { Ne,data in SET0 such that Ne,data – Ne,j is non negative } 

If SET1 is not empty and the smallest element of SET1 requires just one E-DPDCH then 

Ne,data,j = min SET1 

Else 

SET2 = { Ne,data in SET0 such that Ne,data – PLnon-max × Ne,j is non negative } 

If SET2 is not empty then 

Sort SET2 in ascending order 

Ne,data = min SET2 

While Ne,data – Ne,j is negative and Ne,data is not the max of SET2 and the follower of Ne,data requires no 
additional E-DPDCH do 

Ne,data = follower of Ne,data in SET2 

End while 

Ne,data,j = N,e,data 

Else 

Ne,data,j = max SET0 provided that Ne,data,j - PLmax × Ne,j is non negative 

End if 

End if 
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4.9 Coding for E-DPCCH 
The following information is transmitted by means of the E-DPCCH: 

 - Retransmission sequence number (RSN) 

 - E-TFCI information 

4.9.1 Overview 

The figure below illustrates the overall coding chain for E-DPCCH. 
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Figure 23: Coding chain for E-DPCCH 

 

4.9.2 E-DPCCH information field mapping 

4.9.2.1 Information field mapping of E-TFCI 

The E-TFCI is mapped such that xtfci,1 corresponds to the MSB. 

4.9.2.2 Information field mapping of retransmission sequence number 

To indicate the redundancy version (RV) of each HARQ transmission and to assist the Node B soft buffer management 
a two bit retransmission sequence number (RSN) is signalled from the UE to the Node B. The Node B can avoid soft 
buffer corruption by flushing the soft buffer associated to one HARQ process in case more than 3 consecutive 
E-DPCCH transmissions on that HARQ process can not be decoded or the last received RSN is incompatible with the 
current one. 
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The RSN value for each initial transmission of an E-DCH transport block is 0. For the first retransmission the RSN 
value is 1, for the second retransmission the RSN value is 2 and for each further retransmission the RSN value is 3. The 
RSN is mapped such that xrsn,1 corresponds to the MSB. 

The applied E-DCH RV index specifying the used RV (s and r parameter) depends on the RSN, the used coding rate 
and if RSN=3 also from the TTIN (TTI number). For 10 ms TTI the TTI number is equal to the CFN, for 2 ms TTI  

TTIN = 5*CFN + subframe number 

where the subframe number counts the five TTIs which are within a given CFN, starting from 0 for the first TTI to 4 for 
the last TTI. NARQ is the number of Hybrid ARQ processes. 

Table 16: Relation between RSN value and E-DCH RV Index 

Coding Rate <1/2 1/2 ≤ Coding Rate RSN Value 
E-DCH RV Index E-DCH RV Index 

0 0 0 
1 2 3 
2 0 2 
3 [ TTIN/NARQ mod 2 ] x 2 TTIN/NARQ mod 4 

 

 

The UE shall use either 

• an RV index as indicated in Table 16 and according to the RSN 

• or, if signalled by higher layers only E-DCH RV index 0 independently of the RSN. 

4.9.3 Multiplexing of E-DPCCH information 

The E-TFCI information xtfci,1, xtfci,2, …, xtfci,7, the retransmission sequence number xrsn,1, xrsn,2 and xh,1 are multiplexed 
together. This gives a sequence of bits x1, x2, …, x10 where 

xk = xrsn,k   k=1,2 

xk = xtfci,k-2   k=3,4,…,9 

xk = xh,1   k=10 

xk = xh,1         k=1 

xk = xrsn,4-k            k=2,3 

xk = xtfci,11-k      k=4,5,…,10 

 

4.9.4 Channel coding for E-DPCCH 

Channel coding of the E-DPCCH is done using a sub-code of the second order Reed-Muller code. Coding is applied to 
the output x1, x2, ..., x10 from the E-DPCCH multiplexing, resulting in: 
 

2mod)(
9

0
,1∑

=
+ ×=

n
nini Mxz   i=0, 1, ..., 29 

 
The basis sequences are as described in 4.3.3 for i=0, 1, ..., 29. 

4.9.5 Physical channel mapping for E-DPCCH 

The E-DPCCH is described in [2]. The sequence of bits z0, z1, ..., z29 output from the E-DPCCH channel coding is 
mapped to the corresponding E-DPCCH sub frame. The bits are mapped so that they are transmitted over the air in 
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ascending order with respect to k. If the E-DCH TTI is equal to 10 ms the sequence of bits is transmitted in all the 
E-DPCCH sub frames of the E-DPCCH radio frame. 
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The UE shall use either 

• an RV index as indicated in Table 16 and according to the RSN 

• or, if signalled by higher layers only E-DCH RV index 0 independently of the RSN. 

4.9.3 Multiplexing of E-DPCCH information 

The E-TFCI information xtfci,1, xtfci,2, …, xtfci,7, the retransmission sequence number xrsn,1, xrsn,2 and xh,1 are multiplexed 
together. This gives a sequence of bits x1, x2, …, x10 where 

xk = xrsn,k   k=1,2 

xk = xtfci,k-2   k=3,4,…,9 

xk = xh,1   k=10 

4.9.4 Channel coding for E-DPCCH 

Channel coding of the E-DPCCH is done using a sub-code of the second order Reed-Muller code. Coding is applied to 
the output x1, x2, ..., x10 from the E-DPCCH multiplexing, resulting in: 
 

2mod)(
9

0
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n
nini Mxz   i=0, 1, ..., 29 

 
The basis sequences are as described in 4.3.3 for i=0, 1, ..., 29. 

4.9.5 Physical channel mapping for E-DPCCH 

The E-DPCCH is described in [2]. The sequence of bits z0, z1, ..., z29 output from the E-DPCCH channel coding is 
mapped to the corresponding E-DPCCH sub frame. The bits are mapped so that they are transmitted over the air in 
ascending order with respect to k. If the E-DCH TTI is equal to 10 ms the sequence of bits is transmitted in all the 
E-DPCCH sub frames of the E-DPCCH radio frame. 

4.10 Coding for E-AGCH 
The absolute grant xag,1, xag,2, ..., xag,w6 is transmitted by means of the absolute grant channel (E-AGCH). 

4.10.1  Overview 

Figure 24 below illustrates the overall coding chain for the E-AGCH. 
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Figure 24: Coding for E-AGCH 

4.10.2 CRC attachment for E-AGCH 

The E-RNTI is the E-DCH Radio Network Identifier defined in [13]. It is mapped such that xid,1 corresponds to the 
MSB. 

From the sequence of bits xag,1, xag,2, ..., xag,w6 a 16 bit CRC is calculated according to section 4.2.1.1. That gives the 
sequence of bits c1, c2, ..., c16 where 

)17( kimk pc −=   k=1,2,…,16 

This sequence of bits is then masked with xid,1, xid,2, ..., xid,16 and appended to the sequence of bits xag,1, xag,2, ..., xag,w6 to 
form the sequence of bits y1, y2, ..., yw+1622 where 

yi=xag,i  i=1,2, ...,w6 

yi=(ci-w6 + xid,i-w6) mod 2  i=w+1, ..., w+16 7, ..., 22 

4.10.3 Channel coding for E-AGCH 

Rate 1/3 convolutional coding, as described in Section 4.2.3.1 is applied to the sequence of bits y1, y2, …, yw+1622, 
resulting in the sequence of bits z1, z2, …, z3x(w+24)90. 

4.10.4 Rate matching for E-AGCH 

Rate matching is applied to obtain the output sequence r1, r2, …, r60. from the input sequence z1, z2, …, z3x(w+24). From 
the input sequence z1, z2, …, z90 the bits z1, z2, z5, z6, z7, z11, z12, z14, z15, z17, z23, z24, z31, z37, z44, z47, z61, z63, z64, z71, z72, z75, 
z77, z80, z83, z84, z85, z87, z88, z90 are punctured to obtain the output sequence r1, r2, …, r60. 
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4.10.5 Physical channel mapping for E-AGCH 

The E-AGCH sub frame is described in [2]. The sequence of bits r1, r2, …, r60  is mapped to the corresponding 
E-AGCH sub frame. The bits rk are mapped so that they are transmitted over the air in ascending order with respect to 
k. If the E-DCH TTI is equal to 10 ms the sequence of bits is transmitted in only one or in all the E-AGCH sub frames 
of the E-AGCH radio frame. 

4.11 Mapping for E-RGCH Relative Grant 

4.11.1 Overview 

The relative grant is transmitted on the E-RGCH as described in [2]. 

4.11.2 Relative Grant mapping 

The relative grant (RG) command is mapped to the relative grant value as described in the table below. 

Table 17: Mapping of RG value 

Command RG Value (serving) RG Value (non serving) 
UP +1 not allowed 

HOLD 0 0 
DOWN -1 -1 

 

4.12 Mapping for E-HICH ACK/NACK  

4.12.1 Overview 

The ACK/NACK is transmitted on the E-HICH as described in [2]. 

4.12.2 ACK/NACK mapping 

The ACK/NACK command is mapped to the HARQ acknowledgement indicator as described in the table below. 

Table 18: Mapping of HARQ Acknowledgement 

Command HARQ acknowledgement 
indicator 

ACK +1 
NACK (non serving) 0 

NACK (serving) -1 
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4.2.1.3 E-DPDCH/E-DPCCH 

Figure 1c illustrates the spreading operation for the E-DPDCHs and the E-DPCCH. 
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Figure 1c: Spreading for E-DPDCH/E-DPCCH 

The E-DPCCH shall be spread to the chip rate by the channelisation code cec. The k:th E-DPDCH, denominated 
E-DPDCHk, shall be spread to the chip rate using channelisation code ced,k. 

After channelisation, the real-valued spread E-DPCCH and E-DPDCHk signals shall respectively be weighted by gain 
factor βec and βed,k. 

The value of βec shall be derived as specified in [6] based on the power offset ∆E-DPCCH signalled by higher layers. The 
relative power offsets ∆E-DPCCH are quantized into amplitude ratios as specified in Table 1B. 

Table 1B: Quantization for ∆∆∆∆E-DPCCH 

Signalling values for 
∆∆∆∆ E-DPCCH 

Quantized amplitude ratios for  








 ∆ −

2010
DPCCHE

 
blank blank 

8 30/15 
7 24/15 
6 19/15 
5 15/15 
4 12/15 
3 9/15 
2 8/15 
1 6/15 
0 5/15 

 

The value of βed shall be computed based on the reference gain factors as specified in [6].  

The reference gain factors are derived from the power offsets ∆E-DPDCH signalled by higher layers. The relative power 
offsets ∆E-DPDCH  are quantized into amplitude ratios as specified in Table1B.1. 
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Table 1B.1: Quantization for ∆∆∆∆E-DPDCH 

Signalling values 
for ∆∆∆∆ E-DPDCH 

Quantized amplitude 
ratios for  







 ∆ −

2010
DPDCHE

 
Blank Blank 

29 168/15 
28 150/15 
27 134/15 
26 119/15 
25 106/15 
24 95/15 
23 84/15 
22 75/15 
21 67/15 
20 60/15 
19 53/15 
18 47/15 
17 42/15 
16 38/15 
15 34/15 
14 30/15 
13 27/15 
12 24/15 
11 21/15 
10 19/15 
9 17/15 
8 15/15 
7 13/15 
6 12/15 
5 11/15 
4 9/15 
3 8/15 
2 7/15 
1 6/15 
0 5/15 

 

The value for βed, k shall be set to edβ×2  if the spreading factor for E-DPDCHk is 2 and to βed otherwise. 

After weighting, the real-valued spread signals shall be mapped to the I branch or the Q branch according to the iqec 
value for the E-DPCCH and to iqed,k for E-DPDCHk and summed together. 

The E-DPCCH shall always be mapped to the I branch, i.e. iqec = 1. 

The IQ branch mapping for the E-DPDCHs depends on Nmax-dpdch and on whether an HS-DSCH is configured for the 
UE; the IQ branch mapping shall be as specified in table 1C. 

Table 1C: IQ branch mapping for E-DPDCH 

Nmax-dpdch HS-DSCH 
configured 

E-DPDCHk iqed,k 

E-DPDCH1 1 

E-DPDCH2 j 

E-DPDCH3 1 

0 No/Yes 

E-DPDCH4 j 

E-DPDCH1 j 1 No 

E-DPDCH2 1 

E-DPDCH1 1 1 Yes 

E-DPDCH2 j 
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NOTE:  In case the UE transmits more than 2 E-DPDCHs, the UE then always transmits E-DPDCH3 and 
E-DPDCH4 simultaneously 

4.2.2 PRACH 
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4.2.1.3 E-DPDCH/E-DPCCH 

Figure 1c illustrates the spreading operation for the E-DPDCHs and the E-DPCCH. 
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Figure 1c: Spreading for E-DPDCH/E-DPCCH 

The E-DPCCH shall be spread to the chip rate by the channelisation code cec. The k:th E-DPDCH, denominated 
E-DPDCHk, shall be spread to the chip rate using channelisation code ced,k. 

After channelisation, the real-valued spread E-DPCCH and E-DPDCHk signals shall respectively be weighted by gain 
factor βec and βed,k. 

The value of βec shall be derived as specified in [6] based on the power offset ∆E-DPCCH signalled by higher layers. The 
relative power offsets ∆E-DPCCH are quantized into amplitude ratios as specified in Table 1B. 

Table 1B: Quantization for ∆∆∆∆E-DPCCH 

Signalling values for 
∆∆∆∆ E-DPCCH 

Quantized amplitude ratios for  








 ∆ −

2010
DPCCHE

 
Blank Blank 

 

The value of βed,k shall be computed as specified in [6] subclause 5.1.2.5B.2, based on the reference gain factors, the 
spreading factor for E-DPDCHk, the HARQ offsets, and the quantization of the ratio βed,k/βc into amplitude ratios 
specified in Table 1B.2 as specified in [6].  

The reference gain factors are derived from the power offsets ∆E-DPDCH signalled by higher layers. The relative power 
offsets ∆E-DPDCH are quantized into amplitude ratios as specified in Table 1B.1. 
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Table 1B.1: Quantization for ∆∆∆∆E-DPDCH 

Signalling values for 
∆∆∆∆ E-DPDCH 

Quantized amplitude ratios for  







 ∆ −

2010
DPDCHE

 
Blank Blank 

 

Table 1B.2: Quantization for ββββ  ed  ,k/ββββ  c 

Quantized amplitude ratios for  
ββββed,k/ββββc 

168/15 
150/15 
134/15 
119/15 
106/15 
95/15 
84/15 
75/15 
67/15 
60/15 
53/15 
47/15 
42/15 
38/15 
34/15 
30/15 
27/15 
24/15 
21/15 
19/15 
17/15 
15/15 
13/15 
12/15 
11/15 
9/15 
8/15 
7/15 
6/15 
5/15 

 

The HARQ offsets ∆harq to be used for support of different HARQ profile are configured by higher layers as specified in 
Table 1B.3.  

Table 1B.3: HARQ offset ∆∆∆∆  harq 

Signalling values for 
∆harq 

Power offset values 
∆harq [dB] 

6 6 
5 5 
4 4 
3 3 
2 2 
1 1 
0 0 

 

The value for βed, k shall be set to edβ×2  if the spreading factor for E-DPDCHk is 2 and to βed otherwise. 
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After weighting, the real-valued spread signals shall be mapped to the I branch or the Q branch according to the iqec 
value for the E-DPCCH and to iqed,k for E-DPDCHk and summed together. 

The E-DPCCH shall always be mapped to the I branch, i.e. iqec = 1. 

The IQ branch mapping for the E-DPDCHs depends on Nmax-dpdch and on whether an HS-DSCH is configured for the 
UE; the IQ branch mapping shall be as specified in table 1C. 

Table 1C: IQ branch mapping for E-DPDCH 

Nmax-dpdch HS-DSCH 
configured 

E-DPDCHk iqed,k 

E-DPDCH1 1 

E-DPDCH2 J 

E-DPDCH3 1 

0 No/Yes 

E-DPDCH4 j 

E-DPDCH1 j 1 No 

E-DPDCH2 1 

E-DPDCH1 1 1 Yes 

E-DPDCH2 j 
 

NOTE:  In case the UE transmits more than 2 E-DPDCHs, the UE then always transmits E-DPDCH3 and 
E-DPDCH4 simultaneously 

4.2.2 PRACH 
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5.1.2.6 Maximum and minimum power limits 

When E-DCH is not configured, in the case that the total UE transmit power (after applying DPCCH power adjustments 
and gain factors) would exceed the maximum allowed value, the UE shall apply additional scaling to the total transmit 
power so that it is equal to the maximum allowed power. This additional scaling shall be such that the power ratio 
between DPCCH and DPDCH and also DPCCH and HS-DPCCH remains as required by sub-clause 5.1.2.5 and 
5.1.2.5A.  

When E-DCH is configured, if the total UE transmit power (after applying DPCCH power adjustments and gain factors) 
would exceed the maximum allowed value, the UE shall firstly reduce all the E-DPDCH gain factors βed,k by an equal 
scaling factor to respective values βed,k,reduced so that the total transmit power would be equal to the maximum allowed 
power. After calculating the reduced E-DPDCH gain factors, quantization according to table 1B.2 in [3] subclause 
4.2.1.3 may be applied, where each βed,k,reduced is quantized such that βed,k/βc is the largest quantised value for which the 
condition βed,k ≤ βed,k,reduced holds.  

In case at least one DPDCH is configured, if any βed,k,reduced/βc is less than the smallest quantized value of Table 1B.2 in 
[3] subclause 4.2.1.3, DTX may be used on that E-DPDCH.  

In case no DPDCH is configured, if any βed,k,reduced/βc is less than [βcoffee]/βc, that βed,k shall be set to βed,k,min such 
thatβed,k,min/βc = min ([βcoffee]/βc, βed,k,original/βc), where βed,k,original denotes the E-DPDCH gain factor before reduction.  

In the following cases, the UE shall then apply additional scaling to the total transmit power so that it is equal to the 
maximum allowed power: 

- if at least one DPDCH is configured and the total UE transmit power would still exceed the maximum allowed 
value even though DTX is used on all E-DPDCHs; 

- if no DPDCH is configured and the total UE transmit power would still exceed the maximum allowed value 
even though βed,k is equal to βed,k,min for all k. 

Any additional scaling of the total transmit power as described above shall be such that the power ratio between 
DPCCH and DPDCH, between DPCCH and HS-DPCCH, and between DPCCH and E-DPCCH, remains as required by 
sub-clauses 5.1.2.5, 5.1.2.5A and 5.1.2.5B.1, and such that the power ratio between each E-DPDCH and DPCCH 
remains as required by βed,k,min/βc if DTX is not used on E-DPDCH. 

Any scaling, and any reduction in the E-DPDCH gain factor as described above, shall only be applied or changed at a 
DPCCH slot boundary. In order that the total UE transmit power does not exceed the maximum allowed value the 
scaling or E-DPDCH gain factor reduction shall be computed using the maximum HS-DPCCH power transmitted in the 
next DPCCH slot. In the case that either an ACK or a NACK transmission will start during the next DPCCH slot, the 
maximum HS-DPCCH power shall be computed using one of the following:  

(a) whichever of ∆ACK and ∆NACK will be used according to whether the transmission will be ACK or NACK, or  

(b) whichever of ∆ACK and ∆NACK is the largest. 

 

When transmitting on a DPCH the UE is not required to be capable of reducing its total transmit power below the 
minimum level required in [7]. However, it may do so, provided that the power ratio between DPCCH and DPDCH and 
also between DPCCH and HS-DPCCH remains as specified in sub clause 5.1.2.5 and 5.1.2.5A. Some further 
regulations also apply as follows: In the case that the total UE transmit power (after applying DPCCH power 
adjustments and gain factors) would be at or below the total transmit power in the previously transmitted slot and also at 
or below the required minimum power specified in [7], the UE may apply additional scaling to the total transmit power, 
subject to the following restrictions: 

- The total transmit power after applying any additional scaling shall not exceed the required minimum power, nor 
the total transmit power in the previously transmitted slot; 

- The magnitude of any reduction in total transmit power between slots after applying any additional scaling shall 
not exceed the magnitude of the calculated power reduction before the additional scaling. 
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In the case that the total UE transmit power in the previously transmitted slot is at or below the required minimum 
power specfied in [7] and the DPCCH power adjustment and gain factors for the current slot would result in an increase 
in total power, then no additional scaling shall be used (i.e. power control shall operate as normal). 

If the UE applies any additional scaling to the total transmit power as described above, this scaling shall be included in 
the computation of any DPCCH power adjustments to be applied in the next transmitted slot. 
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5.1.2.5B.2 DPCCH/ E-DPDCH 

5.1.2.5B.2.1  General 

The E-DPDCH gain factor, βed, which is defined in [3] subclause 4.2.1.3, may take a different value for each E-TFC 
and HARQ offset. Generally, tThe gain factors for different E-TFCs and HARQ offsets are computed as described in 
subclause 5.1.2.5B.2.3 and only thebased on reference gain factor(s) βed,ref of E-TFC(s) used signalled as reference E-
TFC(s). The βed,ref are is computednfigured as described in subclause 5.1.2.5B.2.2. At least the lowest E-TFC of the set 
of E-TFCs configured by the network shall be signalled as a reference E-TFC.   

The gain factors may vary on radio frame basis or sub-frame basis depending on the E-DCH TTI used. Further, the 
setting of gain factors is independent of the inner loop power control. 

5.1.2.5B.2.2  Signalled Computation of reference gain factors  

For each reference E-TFC, a referenceThe gain factor βed,ref is calculated according to  
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where βc  value is signalled by higher-layer or calculated as described in subclause 5.1.2.5.2 or 5.1.2.5.3 and ∆E-DPDCH 
is defined in [3] subcaluse 4.2.1.3. 

5.1.2.5B.2.3 Computation ofed gain factors 

The gain factor βed of an E-TFC is computed based on the signalled settings for its corresponding reference E-TFC.  

Let E-TFCIref,m denote the E-TFCI of the m:th reference E-TFC, where m=1,2,…,M and M is the number of signalled 
reference E-TFCs and  E-TFCIref,1 < E-TFCIref,2 < … < E-TFCIref,M. Let E-TFCIj denote the E-TFCI of the j:th E-TFC. 
For the j:th E-TFC: 

if E-TFCIj ≥ E-TFCIref,M, the reference E-TFC is the M:th reference E-TFC.  

if E-TFCIref,1 ≤ E-TFCIj < E-TFCIref,M, the reference E-TFC is the m:th reference E-TFC such that E-TFCIref,m ≤ E-
TFCIj < E-TFCIref,m+1. 

Let βed,ref denotes the reference gain factor of the reference E-TFC. Also lLet Le,ref denote the number of E-DPDCHs 
used for the reference E-TFC and Le,j denote the number of E-DPDCHs used for the j:th E-TFC. If SF2 is used, Le,ref and 
Le,j are the equivalent number of physical channels assuming SF4. Let Ke,ref denote the number of data bits of the 
reference E-TFC and Ke,j denote the number of data bits of the j:th E-TFC. 

For the j:th E-TFC, the temporary gain factorvariable βed,j,harq is then computed as: 
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where the HARQ offset ∆harq is defined in [3] subclause 4.2.1.3.  

For the j:th E-TFC, the unquantized gain factor βed,k,j,uq for the k:th E-DPDCH (denoted E-DPDCHk in [3] subclause 

4.2.1.3) shall be set to , ,2 ed j harqβ×  if the spreading factor for E-DPDCHk is 2 and to , ,ed j harqβ  otherwise. 

If βed,k,j,uq/βc is less than the smallest quantized value of Table 1B.2 in [3] subclause 4.2.1.3, then the gain factor of E-
DPDCHk, βed,k is set such that βed,k/βc is the smallest quantized value of Table 1B.2 in [3] subclause 4.2.1.3. Otherwise, 
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βed,k is set such that βed,k/βc is the largest quantized value of Table 1B.2 in [3] subclause 4.2.1.3, for which the condition 
βed,k ≤ βed,k,j,uq holds. 

5.1.2.6 Maximum and minimum power limits 
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5.1.2.5B Setting of the uplink DPCCH/E-DPCCH and E-DPDCH power difference 

5.1.2.5B.1  DPCCH/ E-DPCCH 

The E-DPCCH gain factor, βec, which is defined in [3] subclause 4.2.1.3, is calculated according to  
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⋅= 2010
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where βc  value is signalled by higher-layer or calculated as described in subclause 5.1.2.5.2 or 5.1.2.5.3 and ∆E-DPCCH is 
defined in [3] subcaluse 4.2.1.3. 

5.1.2.5B.2  DPCCH/ E-DPDCH 

5.1.2.5B.2.1  General 

The E-DPDCH gain factor, βed, which is defined in [3] subclause 4.2.1.3, may take a different value for each E-TFC. 
Generally, the gain factors for different E-TFCs are computed as described in subclause 5.1.2.5B.2.3 and only the gain 
factor of E-TFC(s) used as reference E-TFC(s) is configured as described in subclause 5.1.2.5B.2.2. At least the 
lowestone E-TFC of the set of E-TFCs configured by the network shall be signalled as a reference E-TFC.  

The gain factors may vary on radio frame basis or sub-frame basis depending on the E-DCH TTI used. Further, the 
setting of gain factors is independent of the inner loop power control. 

5.1.2.5B.2.2  Signalled gain factors  

The gain factor βed is calculated according to  
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where βc  value is signalled by higher-layer or calculated as described in subclause 5.1.2.5.2 or 5.1.2.5.3 and ∆E-DPDCH is 
defined in [3] subcaluse 4.2.1.3. 

5.1.2.5B.2.3 Computed gain factors 

The gain factor βed of an E-TFC is computed based on the signalled settings for its corresponding reference E-TFC.  

Let E-TFCIref,m denote the E-TFCI of the m:th reference E-TFC, where m=1,2,…,M and M is the number of signalled 
reference E-TFCs and  E-TFCIref,1 < E-TFCIref,2 < … < E-TFCIref,M. Let E-TFCIj denote the E-TFCI of the j:th E-TFC. 
For the j:th E-TFC: 

if E-TFCIj ≥ E-TFCIref,M, the reference E-TFC is the M:th reference E-TFC.  

if E-TFCIj < E-TFCIref,1, the reference E-TFC is the 1st reference E-TFC. 

if E-TFCIref,1 ≤ E-TFCIj < E-TFCIref,M, the reference E-TFC is the m:th reference E-TFC such that E-TFCIref,m ≤ E-
TFCIj < E-TFCIref,m+1. 

Let βed,ref denote the gain factor of the reference E-TFC. Also let Le,ref denote the number of E-DPDCHs used for the 
reference E-TFC and Le,j denote the number of E-DPDCHs used for the j:th E-TFC. If SF2 is used, Le,ref and Le,j are the 
equivalent number of physical channels assuming SF4. Let Ke,ref denote the number of data bits of the reference E-TFC 
and Ke,j denote the number of data bits of the j:th E-TFC. 

For the j:th E-TFC, the gain factor βed,j is then computed as: 
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6B.3 E-DCH control timing 
In sub-clauses 6B.3.1 and 6B.3.2 the word "first" refers to the earliest point in time. 

6B.3.1 10 ms E-DCH TTI 

For each cell in the E-DCH active set, the UE shall associate the control data received in the E-HICH frame associated 
with SFN i to the data transmitted in the E-DPDCH frame associated with SFN i-3. 

For each cell which belongs to the serving E-DCH radio link set, Tthe UE shall apply first take into account E-DCH the 
control data received in the serving cell E-RGCH frame associated with SFN i in the higher layer procedures which 
correspond to E-DCH transmission in to the E--DPDCH frame associated with SFN i+1. 

The UE shall start using any control data received in any E-RGCH frame from a non serving cell as early as possible, 
but no later than 12 ms after the control data has been received. 

For each cell which does not belong to the serving E-DCH radio link set the UE shall first take into account E-DCH 
control data received in the E-RGCH frame associated with SFN i in the higher layer procedures which correspond to 
E-DCH transmission in the E-DPDCH frame associated with SFN i+1+s where: 

( )
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The UE shall start using any control data received in any E-AGCH frame as early as possible but no later than 12 ms 
after the control data has been received. 

The UE shall first take into account E-DCH control data received in the E-AGCH frame associated with SFN i in the 
higher layer procedures which correspond to E-DCH transmission in the E-DPDCH frame associated with SFN i+1+s 
where: 
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6B.3.2 2 ms E-DCH TTI 

For each cell in the E-DCH active set, the UE shall associate the E-DCH control data received in sub-frame j of the E--
HICH frame associated with SFN i to sub-frame t of the E-DPDCH frame associated with SFN i-s where: 

 31 js −= , and ( ) 5mod2+= jt  

For each cell which belongs to the serving E-DCH radio link set, tThe UE shall apply first take into account E-DCH the 
control data received from the serving cell in E-RGCH sub-frame j of the E-RGCH frame associated with SFN i to in 
the higher layer procedures which correspond to E-DCH transmission in sub-frame j of the E-DPDCH frame associated 
with SFN i+1. 

For each cell which does not belong to the serving E-DCH radio link set the UE shall first take into account E-DCH 
control data received in the E-RGCH frame associated with SFN i in the higher layer procedures which correspond to 
E-DCH transmission in sub-frame t of the E-DPDCH frame associated with SFN i+1+s where: 
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The UE shall first take into account apply the E-DCH control data received from the serving cell inin  E-AGCH sub-
frame j of the E-AGCH frame associated with SFN i in the higher layer procedures which correspond to E-DCH 
transmission in to sub-frame t of the E-DPDCH frame associated with SFN i+s where: 
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In non RG mode, the UE shall start using any control data received in any E-AGCH frame as early as possible but no 
later than 4 ms after the control data has been received. 

The UE shall start using any control data received in any E-RGCH frame from a non serving cell as early as possible 
but no later than 4 ms after the control data has been received. 
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5.1.2.5 Setting of the uplink DPCCH/DPDCH power difference 

5.1.2.5.1 General 

The uplink DPCCH and DPDCH(s) are transmitted on different codes as defined in subclause 4.2.1 of [3]. In the case 
that at least one DPDCH is configured, tThe gain factors βc and βd may vary for each TFC. There are two ways of 
controlling the gain factors of the DPCCH code and the DPDCH codes for different TFCs in normal (non-compressed) 
frames: 

− βc and βd are signalled for the TFC, or 

− βc and βd is computed for the TFC, based on the signalled settings for a reference TFC. 

Combinations of the two above methods may be used to associate βc and βd values to all TFCs in the TFCS. The two 
methods are described in subclauses 5.1.2.5.2 and 5.1.2.5.3 respectively. Several reference TFCs may be signalled from 
higher layers. 

The gain factors may vary on radio frame basis depending on the current TFC used. Further, the setting of gain factors 
is independent of the inner loop power control. 

After applying the gain factors, the UE shall scale the total transmit power of the DPCCH and DPDCH(s), such that the 
DPCCH output power follows the changes required by the power control procedure with power adjustments of ∆DPCCH 
dB, subject to the provisions of sub-clause 5.1.2.6. 

The gain factors during compressed frames are based on the nominal power relation defined in normal frames, as 
specified in subclause 5.1.2.5.4. 

5.1.2.5.2 Signalled gain factors 

When the gain factors βc and βd are signalled by higher layers for a certain TFC, the signalled values are used directly 
for weighting of DPCCH and DPDCH(s). The variable Aj, called the nominal power relation is then computed as: 

 
c

d
jA

β
β= . 

5.1.2.5.3 Computed gain factors 

The gain factors βc and βd may also be computed for certain TFCs, based on the signalled settings for a reference TFC. 

Let βc,ref and βd,ref  denote the signalled gain factors for the reference TFC. Further, let βc,j and βd,j denote the gain 
factors used for the j:th TFC. Also let Lref denote the number of DPDCHs used for the reference TFC and L,j denote the 
number of DPDCHs used for the j:th TFC. 

Define the variable 

 ∑ ⋅=
i

iiref NRMK ; 

where RMi is the semi-static rate matching attribute for transport channel i (defined in [2] subclause 4.2.7), Ni is the 
number of bits output from the radio frame segmentation block for transport channel i (defined in [2] subclause 4.2.6.1), 
and the sum is taken over all the transport channels i in the reference TFC. 

Similarly, define the variable 

 ∑ ⋅=
i

iij NRMK ; 

where the sum is taken over all the transport channels i in the j:th TFC. 

The variable Aj, called the nominal power relation is then computed as: 
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The gain factors for the j:th TFC are then computed as follows: 

- If Aj > 1, then 0.1, =jdβ  and jc,β  is the largest quantized β -value, for which the condition jc,β ≤ 1 / Aj 

holds. Since jc,β  may not be set to zero, if the above rounding results in a zero value, jc,β  shall be set to the 

lowest quantized amplitude ratio of 1/15 as specified in [3]. 

- If Aj ≤ 1, then jd ,β  is the smallest quantized β -value, for which the condition jd ,β ≥ Aj holds and 

0.1, =jcβ . 

The quantized β-values are defined in [3] subclause 4.2.1, table 1. 

5.1.2.5.4 Setting of the uplink DPCCH/DPDCH power difference in compressed mode 

The gain factors used during a compressed frame for a certain TFC are calculated from the nominal power relation used 
in normal (non-compressed) frames for that TFC. Let Aj denote the nominal power relation for the j:th TFC in a normal 
frame. Further, let βc,C,j and βd,C,j denote the gain factors used for the j:th TFC when the frame is compressed. The 
variable AC,j is computed as: 
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where Npilot,C  is the number of pilot bits per slot when in compressed mode, and Npilot,N  is the number of pilot bits per 
slot in normal mode. Nslots,C  is the number of slots in the compressed frame used for transmitting the data. 

The gain factors for the j:th TFC in a compressed frame are computed as follows: 

 If AC,j > 1, then 0.1,, =jCdβ  and jCc ,,β  is the largest quantized β -value, for which the condition jCc ,,β ≤ 

1 / AC,j holds. Since jCc ,,β  may not be set to zero, if the above rounding results in a zero value, jCc ,,β  shall 

be set to the lowest quantized amplitude ratio of 1/15 as specified in [3]. 

 If AC,j ≤ 1, then jCd ,,β  is the smallest quantized β -value, for which the condition jCd ,,β ≥ AC,j holds and 

0.1,, =jCcβ . 

The quantized β-values are defined in [3] subclause 4.2.1, table 1. 

5.1.2.5A Setting of the uplink DPCCH/HS-DPCCH power difference 

When an HS-DPCCH is active, the power offset ∆HS-DPCCH for each HS-DPCCH slot shall be set as follows. 

For HS-DPCCH slots carrying HARQ Acknowledgement : 

∆HS-DPCCH = ∆ACK if the corresponding HARQ-ACK message is ACK 

∆HS-DPCCH = ∆NACK if the corresponding HARQ-ACK message is NACK 

∆HS-DPCCH is the greatest of ∆ACK and ∆NACK if the corresponding HARQ-ACK message is PRE or POST. 

For HS-DPCCH slots carrying CQI : 

∆HS-DPCCH = ∆CQI  

The values for ∆ACK, ∆NACK and ∆CQI are set by higher layers. 
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Then, in non-compressed frames βhs, which is the gain factor defined in [3] subclause 4.2.1, is calculated according to  







 ∆ −

⋅= 2010
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where βc  value is signalled by higher-layer or calculated as described in subclause 5.1.2.5.2 or 5.1.2.5.3 if at least one 
DPDCH is configured. In case no DPDCH is configured, βc value is set as described in subclause 5.1.2.5C. 

With the exception of the start and end of compressed frames, any DPCCH power change shall not modify the power 
ratio between the DPCCH and the HS-DPCCH. The power ratio between the DPCCH and the HS-DPCCH during 
compressed DPCCH frames is described below. 

During the period between the start and end of a compressed DPCCH frame, when HS-DPCCH is transmitted, βhs is 
calculated according to  
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where jCc ,,β  is calculated as described in subclause 5.1.2.5.4 if at least one DPDCH is configured. In case no 

DPDCH is configured, βc,C,j value is set as described in subclause 5.1.2.5C.,  Npilot,C  is the number of pilot bits per 
slot on the DPCCH in compressed frames, and Npilot,N  is the number of pilot bits per slot in non-compressed frames. 

Thus the gain factor βhs varies depending on the current power offset ∆HS-DPCCH and on whether the UL DPCCH is 
currently in a compressed frame.  

5.1.2.5B Setting of the uplink DPCCH/E-DPCCH and E-DPDCH power difference 

5.1.2.5B.1 DPCCH/ E-DPCCH 

The E-DPCCH gain factor, βec, which is defined in [3] subclause 4.2.1.3, is calculated according to  
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where βc  value is signalled by higher-layer or calculated as described in subclause 5.1.2.5.2 or 5.1.2.5.3 if at least one 
DPDCH is configured. In case no DPDCH is configured, βc value is set as described in subclause 5.1.2.5C. and ∆E-DPCCH 

is defined in [3] subcaluse 4.2.1.3. 

5.1.2.5B.2 DPCCH/ E-DPDCH 

5.1.2.5B.2.1  General 

The E-DPDCH gain factor, βed, which is defined in [3] subclause 4.2.1.3, may take a different value for each E-TFC. 
Generally, the gain factors for different E-TFCs are computed as described in subclause 5.1.2.5B.2.3 and only the gain 
factor of E-TFC(s) used as reference E-TFC(s) is configured as described in subclause 5.1.2.5B.2.2. At least the lowest 
E-TFC of the set of E-TFCs configured by the network shall be signalled as a reference E-TFC.   

The gain factors may vary on radio frame basis or sub-frame basis depending on the E-DCH TTI used. Further, the 
setting of gain factors is independent of the inner loop power control. 

5.1.2.5B.2.2  Signalled gain factors  

The gain factor βed is calculated according to  
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where βc  value is signalled by higher-layer or calculated as described in subclause 5.1.2.5.2 or 5.1.2.5.3 if at least one 
DPDCH is configured. In case no DPDCH is configured, βc value is set as described in subclause 5.1.2.5C. and ∆E-DPDCH 
is defined in [3] subcaluse 4.2.1.3. 

5.1.2.5B.2.3 Computed gain factors 

The gain factor βed of an E-TFC is computed based on the signalled settings for its corresponding reference E-TFC.  

Let E-TFCIref,m denote the E-TFCI of the m:th reference E-TFC, where m=1,2,…,M and M is the number of signalled 
reference E-TFCs and  E-TFCIref,1 < E-TFCIref,2 < … < E-TFCIref,M. Let E-TFCIj denote the E-TFCI of the j:th E-TFC. 
For the j:th E-TFC: 

if E-TFCIj ≥ E-TFCIref,M, the reference E-TFC is the M:th reference E-TFC.  

if E-TFCIref,1 ≤ E-TFCIj < E-TFCIref,M, the reference E-TFC is the m:th reference E-TFC such that E-TFCIref,m ≤ E-
TFCIj < E-TFCIref,m+1. 

Let βed,ref denote the gain factor of the reference E-TFC. Also let Le,ref denote the number of E-DPDCHs used for the 
reference E-TFC and Le,j denote the number of E-DPDCHs used for the j:th E-TFC. If SF2 is used, Le,ref and Le,j are the 
equivalent number of physical channels assuming SF4. Let Ke,ref denote the number of data bits of the reference E-TFC 
and Ke,j denote the number of data bits of the j:th E-TFC. 

For the j:th E-TFC, the gain factor βed,j is then computed as: 
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5.1.2.5C Setting of the uplink DPCCH gain factor when no DPDCH is configured 

In the case that no DPDCH is configured, the gain factor βc is equal to 1. During a compressed frame, the gain factor 
βc,C,j is also equal to 1. 
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5.1.2.5B.1 DPCCH/ E-DPCCH 

In non compressed frames, tThe E-DPCCH gain factor, βec, which is defined in [3] subclause 4.2.1.3, is calculated 
according to  








 ∆ −

⋅= 2010
DPCCHE

cec ββ  

where βc  value is signalled by higher-layer or calculated as described in subclause 5.1.2.5.2 or 5.1.2.5.3 and ∆E-DPCCH is 
defined in [3] subcaluse 4.2.1.3. 

During compressed frames where the E-DCH TTI is 2msec, the E-DPCCH gain factor, βec, which is defined in [3] 
subclause 4.2.1.3, is calculated according to: 
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where jCc ,,β  is calculated as described in subclause 5.1.2.5.4 if at least one DPDCH is configured. In case no DPDCH 

is configured, the jCc ,,β  value is set as described in subclause 5.1.2.5C.  Npilot,C  is the number of pilot bits per slot on 

the DPCCH in compressed frames, and Npilot,N  is the number of pilot bits per slot in non-compressed frames. Nslots,C  is 
the number of non DTX slots in the compressed frame  

During compressed frames and where the E-DCH TTI is 10msec, the E-DPCCH gain factor, βec, which is defined in [3] 
subclause 4.2.1.3, is calculated according to: 
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where , Nslots,C  is the number of non DTX slots in the compressed frame. 
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5.1.2.5B.2.4 DPCCH/ E-DPDCH adjustments relating to compressed mode 

 

The gain factor applied to E-DPDCH is adjusted as a result of compressed mode operation in the following cases: 

• E-DCH transmissions that overlap a compressed frame 

• For 10msec E-DCH TTI case, retransmissions that do not themselves overlap a compressed frame, but for which the 
corresponding initial transmission overlapped a compressed frame. 

 

The gain factors used during a compressed frame for a certain E-TFC are calculated from the nominal power relation 
used in normal (non-compressed) frames for that E-TFC. Let βed,C,j denote the gain factor used for the j:th E-TFC when 
the frame is compressed. 

When the E-DCH TTI is 2msec, βed,C,j is computed as: 
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where jCc ,,β  is calculated as described in subclause 5.1.2.5.4 if at least one DPDCH is configured. In case no DPDCH 

is configured, the jCc ,,β  value is set as described in subclause 5.1.2.5C. ∆E-DPDCH is as defined in [3] subcaluse 4.2.1.3, 

Le,ref, Le,j, Ke,ref and Ke,j are as defined in subclause 5.1.2.5B.2.3, ∆harq is as defined in [3] subclause 4.2.1.3, Npilot,C  is the 
number of pilot bits per slot on the DPCCH in compressed frames, and Npilot,N  is the number of pilot bits per slot in non-
compressed frames. 

When the E-DCH TTI is 10msec and the current frame is compressed, βed,C,j shall be calculated and applied as follows: 
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where Nslots,I  is the number of non DTX slots in the first frame used for transmitting the data. 

When the E-DCH TTI is 10msec and the current frame is not compressed, but is a retransmission for which the 
corresponding first transmission was compressed, βed,R,,j represents the gain factor that shall be applied to the jth TFC 
and shall be calculated as follows: 
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where βed,j is the gain factor used for the jth TFC in non compressed frames. 
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6B E-DCH related procedures 
The following physical layer parameters are signalled to the UE from higher layers: 

1) E-HICH set to be monitored 

2) E-RGCH set to be monitored 

6B.1 ACK/NACK detection 
The physical layer in the UE shall detect ACK or NACK within the E-HICH set that is monitored by the UE in the 
subframes where ACK/NACK is transmitted by the UTRAN and deliver the ACK/NACK to the higher layers as 
follows: 

- When a UE is not in soft handover, an ACK shall be delivered to the higher layers if a reliable ACK is detected 
by the physical layer in the UE, else a NACK shall be delivered to the higher layers. 

- When a UE is in soft handover, multiple ACK/NACKs may be received in an E-DCH TTI from different cells 
in the active set. In some cases, the UE has the knowledge that some of the transmitted ACK/NACKs are the 
same. This is the case when the radio links are in the same radio link set. For these cases, ACK/NACKs from 
the same radio link set shall be soft combined into one ACK/NACK information and delivered to higher layers. 
If a radio link set contains only one radio link, the detection shall be done as specified above for the case where 
the UE is not in soft handover. For each radio link set containing multiple radio links, an ACK shall be 
delivered to the higher layers if a reliable ACK is detected by the physical layer in the UE after soft combining, 
else a NACK shall be delivered to the higher layers. 

6B.2 Relative grants detection 
The physical layer in the UE shall detect relative grants within the E-RGCH set that is monitored by the UE and deliver 
the relative grants to the higher layers as follows: 

- When a UE is not in soft handover, an UP shall be delivered to the higher layers if a reliable UP is detected by 
the physical layer in the UE, else a DOWN shall be delivered to the higher layers if a reliable DOWN is 
detected by the UE, else a HOLD shall be delivered to the higher layers. 

- When a UE is in soft handover, multiple relative grants may be received in an E-DCH TTI from different cells 
in the E-DCH active set. In some cases, the UE has the knowledge that some of the transmitted relative grants 
are the same. This is the case when the radio links are in the same E-DCH Radio Link Set (serving or non 
serving). For these cases, relative grants from the same E-DCH Radio Link Set (serving or non serving) shall 
be soft combined into one relative grant information and delivered to higher layers. If a radio link set contains 
only one radio link, the detection shall be done as specified above for the case where the UE is not in soft 
handover. For each E-DCH radio link set containing multiple radio links, an UP shall be delivered to the higher 
layers if a reliable UP is detected by the physical layer in the UE after soft combining, else a DOWN shall be 
delivered to the higher layers if a reliable DOWN is detected by the UE after soft combining, else a HOLD 
shall be delivered to the higher layers. 

6B.3 E-DCH control timing 

6B.3.1 10 ms E-DCH TTI 

For each cell in the E-DCH active set, the UE shall associate the control data received in the E-HICH frame associated 
with SFN i to the data transmitted in the E-DCH frame associated with SFN i-3. 

The UE shall apply the control data received in the serving cell E-RGCH frame associated with SFN i to the E-DCH 
frame associated with SFN i+1. 

The UE shall start using any control data received in any E-RGCH frame from a non serving cell as early as possible, 
but no later than 12 ms after the control data has been received. 
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The UE shall start using any control data received in any E-AGCH frame as early as possible but no later than 12 ms 
after the control data has been received. 

6B.3.2 2 ms E-DCH TTI 

For each cell in the E-DCH active set, the UE shall associate the control data received in sub-frame j of the E-HICH 
frame associated with SFN i to sub-frame t of the E-DCH frame associated with SFN i-s where: 

 31 js −= , and ( ) 5mod2+= jt  

The UE shall apply the control data received from the serving cell in E-RGCH sub-frame j of the frame associated with 
SFN i to sub-frame j of the E-DCH frame associated with SFN i+1. 

The UE shall apply the control data received from the serving cell in E-AGCH sub-frame j of the frame associated with 
SFN i to sub-frame t of the E-DCH frame associated with SFN i+s where: 
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In non RG mode, the UE shall start using any control data received in any E-AGCH frame as early as possible but no 
later than 4 ms after the control data has been received. 

The UE shall start using any control data received in any E-RGCH frame from a non serving cell as early as possible 
but no later than 4 ms after the control data has been received. 

 

6B.4 Operation during compressed mode 

6B.4.1 Uplink compressed mode 

When E-DCH TTI length is 2 ms, the UE shall not transmit E-DCH data in a TTI which fully or partly overlaps with an 
uplink transmission gap. 

Handling of uplink compressed mode when the E-DCH TTI is 10msec is described in [2]. 
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